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The paper deals with a typical type of water resources PIanning, 三.e.
water resources allocation on an areawide basis. This Problem invoユves the
reconcilation of Conflicting interests among water users. The intended Pur―
pose of this study is to present two approaches to this multi―obieCtiVe prog―
ramaling Problem ; one is based on the Belenson method and another on the
goal programining with L―type utility function.
?Vith the Southern Part of Hyogo PreFecture as the study area, the advan―
tages and disadvantages of the selected methods have been systematically com―
P ared・  It has been shown that the two inethods presented here may help the
decision―maker systematically assess the promising alternatives, wherby the
order ot priority being explicitly articulated for the set of objectives and
the resultant Planning outputs being clearly illustrated for each obieCtiVe.
IntroductiOIR
The intended purposc of this study is to present two pOssible multi―objectiv  pro―
gra■llning approaches to an inter―basin water resources allocation problem as defined
later. A/1uch work has already been done by the author but this study deals with a
different type of inter一basin、vater esources allocation proble■ and presents a com―
parative analysis of the proposed two possible approaches, A case study will be con―
ducted for the Southern Part of Hyogo Prefecture which comprises five maior riVer
basins running in para1lel and which is one of the most industrialized and urbanized
areas ln Japan.
Close exaH?コntions of the computational results obtained froni the l■odel application
to the region、vill folとo、v. The paper closes、vith ome assessment of the applicability
of the proposed methodologies and needed interface devices to be developed to sup―
plement the model.
2. Problem Def三■itiOn
Bearing in■?nd a typical water maコagem nt in the metropolitan areas of 」apan,
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ve will work with the following predeter■lined basic fram work.
(1)Our majOr concern is with the developrlent of a water uti■zation system on an
areawlde basls.
(2)The study region consists of several river basins.
(3)The baSins are classified into t、vo categor es. One is those basins where the water
demand on the stream exceeds the available supply of fresh 、vater; the other those
where,to the contrary,the available supply of fresh、ter exceeds the wat r demand.
(4)ir、vo mOdes of water sources are available, fresh water to be developed by thro、v―
ing dams across the strcalns, and recycling renovated wastewater by adding an
extra treatment process(called tertiary treatment)to the Ordinary process.
(5)The waSte、v ter7hiCh has undergone tertiary treatment is partia1ly or totally
supplied for exclusive use in industry, thereby the renovated 、va er being assumed
to have been blended beforehand、vith the industrial water purified at the purifica―
tion plant and conveyed to industry through a conllnon pユpe■ne.
Vヽe m■st Observe here that the blending of industrial water with renovated 、vater
results in a degraded quality of water which would not fit certain types of industrial
processes, Accordingly, 、ve need to identify the amount of those demands for pa¬ticu―
lar industrial uses which require a higher level of quality than that of the blended
water. This mechanism will be incorporated into the model. Vヽe shall analyze this
mechanisnl in the subsequent section.
(5)If neCessary, channels、vill be constructed to convey fresh 、vater from on  stream
to another.
(6)We are inv01ved in the conflicts of the following two different objectives,  The
regional water agency in charge of regional water management seeks for an alter―
コative that guarantees the FnOSt econo■lical system o  the entire region basis. But the
agency is also asked to conserve as much as possible the local river systems,namely,
the closed―basin、vater utilization in the individual river basin. The former obieCtiVe
represents the maxiinu■l atta nment of econo■lic fficiency and the latter the maxi―
mum attainment of river environment conservation.  These two objectives、vould con―
flict each other if、ve pursue the full attainment in either of the t、70 0bjectiv s.  In
this respect the agency has to develop some methodology for finding a best compro―
mise.This problem is called a multi―object?e pЮgramming problem.
(7)Let us call the former objective(tefficiency objective"and the latter tくconservation
objective''。 ヽlore specifically the efficiency objective is formulated as ■linittlizing
the total associated costs and he conservation objective as ■lini■lizing the total a―
mounts of water to be diverted from one basin to another.
(8)The faCilities to be explicitly considered in each basin are a set of dams to be
constructed on the farthest upstreanl, inter―basin channels for streamflo、v diversions
to be built between two adjacent basins, t、vo filtration plan s, one for industrial use
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and another for domestic use, a waste、vater treatment plant and a tertiary treatment
plant.
(9)In each stream water quality is to be regulated to meet the prescribed standard
(in terms of BOD ppm.)at the check point located farthest downstream.
l10 The development ought to be made to meet the demands of industrial and dOmestic
use projected for a giveIIl tiine in future. We aSSume that the total supply be equated
the total delnand, Wtten supply equates demand,the terms tesupply"and 
くくdemand"
、vlll be used Synonymously in thiS paper。
位ll WIinOr assumptiOns will be referred to later、vhen specifications become necessary.
3.  Maxilmuma Demand for Blended Water
On the basis of the data on the structure of the industrial、vater use in the South―
ern Part of Hyogo Prefecture and taking into account the industrial development
plan for 1985, Yoshinaga, Fujimoto, Okada and Yoshikawa have estimated the maxi―
mum amount of the prOjected water demand which can be covered in light of quahty
by blendillg industrial、vater purified at a filtration plant with the renovated waste―
、vater at a given blending ratiol)2)3)(see
Fig。1),Generally,thiS maximum attount,
デ,WhiCh We can theく〔m ximum delnand
for blended、vater'',is given as a function
of blending ratio,″.
デ=デ(″) … … … … … … … (1・1)
where blending ratio r is defined in terlns
of industrial 、vater supply, Sr and the
renovated water supply for industrial
use,y.
π=しみ/(Sr+y)…Ⅲ…Ⅲい・…。(1・2)
It has been found that f can be appro―
xil■ated by the following equation3):
デ=7(1+″)  ………… (1・3)
where tr and♭are parameters whose val―
ues differ for river basins.
Equations(1・2)and(1・3)will be incor―
porated into the model to be set up in
the subsequent section.
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4.  MOdel FormulatiOn
l)Symbols
The fo1lo、ving variables will appear in the model formulation.
ズテ′:amount of fresh water to be stored in the jth dam(ブ=1,…,物,in the order
of location dO、vn、vards frona the farthest upstrea■1)on riverゲ(ゲ=1,・…,″)・
Rす :that portion of活
1ズ,ノ
WhiCh is reserved for improving streamflow quality in
rlver ι.
I「たす(yす″):amOullt of streamfiow to be d?erted fr m r?er力(が)tOケ(力).
r腸(F晃);that pOrtion of r脇(7すた)which is withdrawn from riverゲ(力).
ン巧み(7昆):the remaining portion Of yヵt(7す々)whiCh COntributes to an improvement
in the streamfiow quality in river ゲ。
S/:total mu?cipal water supply(amount Of municipal water to be purified at
the mullicipal water filtration plant in river basinケ).
身 i effluellt to be discharged from the tertiary treatmant plant into the water
bodyゲ.
S'
7;
ぽ
y,
rF
■
,
The
θ
,ブ
dデ :
ブ/
ブ
'
total industrial、vater supply (amOunt Of industrial water to be purified at
the industrial、vater filtration plant ia river basin ガ)。
effluent to be discharged into the 、vater bodyゲfro i the、vastewater secondary
treatlnent plant.
total amount of renovated、vaste、vater at the tertiary treatment plant,
amount Of renovated wastewater to be reused for industrial use in river basin
つ。
municipal water supply for industrial use←omplementary supply of munici―
pal water for industrial use).
amount of streamfk)、v to be reserved for maintaining the quality standard.
follo、ving parameters are used :
maxilnum capacity of damノOn riverゲ.
total amount Of 、vastewater currently bei13g treated in river basin ゲ.
to協l water demand fOr municipal use in river basinゲ
.
total water demand for industrial use in river basinケ
.
,す , うデ : parameters in the maxi:nuni demand function,デす fOr blended wa er in
river basin夕.
2)Technical and physical constraints
ln additiOn to the nonnegativity conditions tO h01d for a1l the variables, the follo、
v―
ing constraints must be satisfied.
The maxiinum capacity condition for each dam reads :
χゥ≦:θ″ (ゲ = 1, 中● η;ノ = 1, ...,物す)      い“・・中●●“●―いい……・・(2.1)
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The following condition holds for the amounts of streamflow to be diverted and
for the amounts of、vater to be impounded and、vith rawn in each river basin:
爆 ど
y税―
:尋ι(7月ι+聡 )=0(√=1,中Ъ 紀 )0.動
Σ χEytt Σ(yんι~y,ヵ)_(sytt SF)―R′=o(ガ=1,…,免)・…・・………・・(2.3)
where tt standS fOr the set of those r?ers adiacent tO riverゲ.
The、vater demand and supply conditions are expressed as :
S子― (αy tt rr)=o (テ=1,…・〕η)  (2.4)
Si tt」ι― (0子一rF)(J=lⅢ…・,■) (2.5)
S'十
'男
―(Sテ+S」+Sオ十y,)=0
(J=1,…,■)………………
y】十T,一S'=0 (ど=1,中●,免)●・
where rれCOmplementary supply of mu―
nicipal、vater for industral use represents
the amounts of water to be supplied from
municipal water if the quality of the
blended water is not adequate enougL for
the7ヽater uses, It is assumed here :
乎 十 y,≦ん (ゲ =1,…%)―・。(2.8)
which means that the total amounts of
blended water supply cannot exceed the
maxilnun demand for blended 、vate in
each river basin (See Fig。 2).
Substituting Equations(1・2)and (1・3)
into(2.8),the abOVe condition is rewrit一
ten as:
S'十y,十ク,I1/ザー ち≦0(ゲ=1,...,″)
・¨・・・・¨・・・(2.9)
Finally, the quality of each stream is
required to satisfy the the B()D stand―
ard, T,prescribed for each river basin.
(2.6)
(2.7)
dM
0.0
0.O  r  r0         1.0
Fig.2 Max二mum demand for blended water vs.
blending rati。(apprOximatiom)
評
=1.0
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穐≧(%σど十αVιttβTιtt Σ み yttj十勇Rι)/(σ,十Vど十 Tゼ十 Σ 恥 十R,),
(J=1,…,η)……………………。 (2.10)
、vhere σす represents the minilnum streamflow requirement to be reserved for the
current normal streamflow conditions, α andβ, the average quality of treated、vaste―
water at the wastewater treatment plant(these values being assumed to be constant
for each river basin), γど, the quality of ¢,, andδす,  the average quality of the
fresh water to be developedin rlver basln夕.
3)ObjeCtives
According to our problem definition,、ve shall formulate both the efficiency and the
conservation objective in the following manner i
The efficiency objective reads :
X:“
=“
防 Σ Σ9:J(Xか十占 爆!島(h・)十自 198(sp+91(Sl)
十ぴ僻+SD十琳 DI,…eけ
whereら(ズすブ)repreSents the cost ful■cti n o  damゲon r?erブ,塩(7iた)he cOst
functiOn of inter―basin canal(力),が(Sr)and 94(sす)血e cost functions of purifト
cation plalats,the former beil■g munttipal and the latter industrial,が(S/+SF)the
cost function of the ioint waste、vater secondary treatment plant, and 96(sF)the cOst
functiOn of the tertiary treatment plant.
On the other hand the conservation objective is expressed as :
露I“BBと
“
Σ Σ 7Br.・…………………・ (2.12)
Now we have formulated our multi―objective programming problem.In the section
that follOws let us consider t、vo pr ■lising methodologies in solving the above formu―
lated model.
5,  The BelensOm hCethod and The Goal Progranil■ing with L―Type Utility
FunctiO■
5.l Mttlti―Objective Programming Problems
A general description ofthe multi―objective prograHllfni4g problem is given as
follo、vs :
For a set Of given objectives* :
M“欝
`“
色c h(x)こ。IXl
Ma"|“1婢 ∴(=)=02x,(ん=1,…,孵).…………Ⅲ………。……………… (3.1)
Ma欝IBI獅あ (x)=03x,
*A similar discussion apPIes to the problem of minimizing the object?es.
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Subiect tO the technical and physical constraints as :
AX≧b
X≧o
X=(χl,″2,・・,″9)
C々=(ct, c夕, ・¨,cと)
b=(bl, b2,・・…・,bp)
・………… (3.2)
?
【?
?
?
?
?
?
???．
〓?
Let us assume here that all the objectives are conflicting or 〔くnonttr ial'', 、vhich
means that in max二■lizing all the obiectiVes One obieCtiVe cannot be fully attained
without regulating the attainment of the rest of the obiectiVes in one 、vay o
another. That is, there does not exist any optilnal solution X。′´、vhich is co■llnon
to each objective function. In this case it is necessary to define a differellt concept
for a certain acceptable solution set,  This kind of solution is called くtefficient
solution'' in mathematical terms and is defined as follows :
Letting S represent the feasible solution set,a point X*∈S is known as n efficient
solution if there does not exist another feasible solution X∈S such that :
デ々 (X)≧為 (X*)fOr all力=1,…夕.
and
九(X)≠為 (X*)fOr at least one k.
One typical example of efficient solutions is such an optiinal solution which solves
a single―objective optilltization、vi h  particular objective function and the rest of
the obiectiVe functions left out froln the original problelll■. ThiS Solution is optima
for the particular objective function but not necessarily opti=nal for the rest of the
objective functions. This solution can be considered as an efficient solution for the
given multi―objective progra■llning problem.
The multi―obiectiVe progra■1lning problem in general terms is characterized by
the t、vo mechanisms :one、vhich produces a set of efficient solutions i and one which
locates a single efficient solution among them as the best compro■lize solution (al一
ternative)。 Many techniques、vh ch have been developed for solving different types
of multi―obiectiVe prOgra■llning problems can be broken do、vn into t、vo categories,
depending on the、vay  latter mechanis■1 ls de lt Ⅵ/ith.
A class of techniques which fall into the first category deals with only the former
mechanisms 、vhich produces a set of efficient solutions, without reference to the
latter mechanisni which locates a specific efficient solution as the best compro■lise.
These types of techniques co■llnit the latter function totally to the outside of the
model, namely some other submodels or the decision―maker.  The Belenson A/1ethod4)
・“・…・¨・……・(3.3)
・―・………Ⅲ……(3.4)
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and the SWT Method due to Hattlnes5)and many others catettOrized as interactive
man―14aChine techniques6)7)are Considered to be among these types of techniques,
The other class of techniques which fall into the second category has the mecha―
nism of explicitly quantifying the trade―offs among objectives automatically incor―
porated.  Goal progra■llning is a typical example of the latter type8).  There are
many variants of goal program灯?ngs 、vhich have already been developed.  A140ngst
the■l one of the most pro■lisil■g echnique is that of Fushilni and Yamaguchi9)、v o
have sho、vn that if an L―type utility function which represents a basic form of
unspecifiable utility functions for multiple objectives at hand is incorporated into a
conventional type of goal progra■llning fo mul tion, the resultant model produces
such a solution that is characterized by a good balance in the attainment of each
Obiective,
In this study we shall approach our multi―objective proble■l in two ways―by u e
of the Belenson Method (aS a representative techniquc of the first category) and
the goal progra■llning、vith L―type■tility function incorporated (as a representative
techniquc of the second category). Then we、vill make a comparative analysis of
the applicability of the t、vo approaches、vith the Southern Part of Hyogo Prefecture
as the study area.
5-2 The Belenso■M th d
The Belenson Method proceeds with the construction of a くくpayoff table'' 、vhich is
developed by solving
Ma?mize為(x)=C´X for力=1,…,%    ……………(3.5)
SubieCt tO
X∋S.
By solving this problem also for力=2,.“,物,We get m optimal(effiCient)S01utions
X*(乃)(力=1,…,解).ThiS X*(力)(力室1,…,″)giveS by definition the maximum value of
the力th obiect?,れ″namely,九″=ん(狩卜¢))・ By
analogy,rヵ(ノ=1,"物;力=1,.塑¨,ブ≠々)are defined
for the働_1)Obiect? functions tt other than為.
That is,r〉=デブ(X*(″)).By calculating為″fOrブ=1
,・・,物and=々1,.¨,%η, 、Ve Can construct a payoff table
slЮwn in Table l. The values of the m Obiective
functions for the efficient solution X*(考)appear in
the力th column in this table.
It is generally the case that disparities exist
bet、veen the magnitude of the values generated by
the various objective functions and that the unit
of measurements are not common for each of the
Table l Payoff matrix
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objective functions. In order to compensate for these
the payoff entries as follows,
On dividil■g為ヵby tt WhiCh iS the maximum value
.",夕%, neヽV payoff table entries can now be formed :
discrepancies let us normalize
that tt Can Chieve forブ=1,
男た=売ん/売y=CJX*イわ/」為 ………・ (3.6)
fOrブ=1,...,物and力=1,…,物.
Another problem may be encountered if為ヵ≦ O fOr all力and for at least oneブ.
This situation appears to be especially detrimental ifデ〃=O fOr someブinc  nor―
malization cannot be performed.  The procedure for deahng、vith this probleni is to
add a sufficiently large fixed constant, 翌Ъ『 to all the entries in the payoff table
which cannot alter the outtome of the co14putation.  In order to provide for
consistency、vhen applying the algorithnl, the deterHlination of the value for the
constant ttξ will be performed as follows i
lf for at least oneブ,為″≦O fOr all々=1,…,η,then:
κ = ―¨中¨ 中……0中●●●●¨ (3,7)
Otherwise
∠ =0.    … ―・ … …… (3.8)
Therefore the resultant payoff table entries are given as :
′ヵ室(為″十rf)/(rガ+κ)(ノ,力=1,…,陶)   …………(3.9)
With the entries in the payoff table obtained as such, we proceed to integrate the
multiple objectives into a single one in the following、vayo The idea is that we assign
weightsえ々toデ′´デ(力=1,…フのtO Obtain a synthetic value,島for each object?e func‐
tion、vhere
βJtt Σλ湖鳴 (」=1,中●,η),…010
・………………………・・ 13.■)
Notably the reSulting value距みfOr each of the objective functions can be viewed
as an expected value the efficient solution X*takes on,
In light of these considerations the problem of deter■lining the best weighting
values can be interpreted as a lnixed strategy game. The theory of ■lixed strategy
game shows that a stable compro■lise can be made if and only if it holds
??
?
．?ヵ?
〓
?
?
?
?? ‐
βl=….島=……・=β"
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That is,the、veighting values are obtained by solving a set of linear equations that
follow.
呂λげれ三……=忍λtt」=……=題λ易 (3.13)
… … … …… …… い… (3.14)
For a set of 、veighting values so obtained, let us define a representative objective
function r as f01lows :
Fn)(x)=Σλた∴lX).…… (3,15)
Geffrion showed that the solution of a new opti■liza proble■1、vhich is defined
by this representative function and the set of technical and physical constraints, is
also an efficient solution to the original multi objective programming pЮblem.8)
This nO、v effiCient solution is denoted by X*(解・ I).
Here let us co■linit the evaluation of this new efficient solution to the decision
maker by asking hiln to make judgment as to whether or not this alternative can
be regarded as most acceptable, If he regards it as inost acceptable,the computation
terainates and、ve employ the solution, X*(″+1)as the compro■lise solutiono Other―
wise,we ask the decision maker to identify one objective function on、vhich he places
the least priority, and、ve repl ce it by the representative objective function, F(1)(X)
to obtain a renewed payoff table.
The iteration goes on as before until the ne、vest efficient solution, X*(″・ ク)is iden―
tified as mtDst acceptable by the decision maker, 、7here υ repr sents the number of
iteration and l≦≦υ≦≦解.That is, the maximai number of iteration is identical to
that of obiectiVe functions, because such a replacement by the lle、vest representative
objective function can be produced at largest Hl tilnes as lnany as the number of the
objective functions.
This method developed by Belenson is characterized by the repetitive interactions
between the computation on the analyst's part and the evaluation on the decision
maker's part. In other、vords the algorithnl per se cannot autolnatically locate one
solution as the best compro■lise(the mOst acceptable)alternative but it can do so
only with the aid of the decision maker.
5-3 Goal prOgrammling with L―type ut lity function
One essential difference bet、ve n the Belenson Method and goal programπling is
that the latter treats all the objectives as if they were constraints to be added to
technical and physical constraints. That is,the original multi―objec ive progra■1lning
problena is foranally convetted to a single―bj c ive progra■llning problem in the
〓
??
??．
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following way.
The procedure begins、vith specifying two levels for each of the obiectiVes,that iS,
the per■liSsible and the satisfactory level, the former being a critical li■lit tO one
particular obiectiVe such that any level below that would 40t be accepted by the
decision maker,and the latter a tentative upper liinit Such that any level equal to
or beyond that、vould be regarded as Satisfactorily acceptable to the decision maker.
Our next task is ho、v to articulate a utility function for a set of given attainment
levels of the obieCtiVes. To take an example of a two―obiectiVe prob nl, let uS
assume a space spanned by the two orthogonal axes representing the attainment
levels of the two corresponding obieCtiVes. (lrhiS Space is called goal space).
Econo■lists have theoretically showa that a utility function takes a form of dOWn―
ward convex against the two orthogonal axes representing the two objectives. But
when it comes to the articulation of the utinty function for a Set of specific Obiec―
tives in practical considerations, this theory gives us no more than that. This means
that、ve have to practically matllage to locate this function wihout any referette to
this theory. Since thiS is not an easy task for the time being becausc Of li■lited data
collectability,a Second best approach is to approximate the form of any utility func―
tion by a set of L―formed contours as sho、7n in Fig. 3. lrhis fOr.l of utility functions
、vlll be called L―type utihty functions. The follo、vi g discussion will lend Suppo_rt
to the validity of the L―t pe u ility function。
Let us aSS■me here a directed line emanating from the most dOヽvn、vard point in
the goal space corresponding to the per■lissible levelS Of the concerned objectives to
the moSt upward point corresponding to the satisfactory levels。 (ThiS line iS Called
goal vector.) In many practical planning problems the planner is asked to produce
such an alternative that would guarantee well―balanced ttainments of the obiectiVes,
rather than tO provide for any alternative that would lead to high attainment levels
for some of the objectives and relatively
107ヽ 0neS for the rest of the objectives,
In this respect the approximation to the
utility function by an L―type function
would be pronlising。
The goal vector can be conSidered as
the direction in which the attainment Of
each of the obiectiVes should be imprOVed.
In other words any point on this vector
represents an a■ernative with well bal一
anced attainment in every obieCtiVe, not
necessarily most acceptable though.  In
this sense it seems reasonable to asSume
247
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Fig. 3L―type utility funcdon
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that the cOntOurs of the L―type utinty function are bound to have its corner of
inflectiOn on the goal vector.
Based On the abOve discussions a general formulation of the goal programH?ng、vith
L―type utility function is given as follows:
Letting εす and ηtt represent two kinds of deviational variables standing for the
degrees in、vh ch each of the attained objectives deviate from its satisfactory level,
and F,and三す the satisfactory and the pernissible level for objective,(ゲ=1,...,Pη)
the gOal programlning problem in a general fornl is formulated as follows :
<ObjeCtive function>
出にniinize εziJ(ゲO being any one ofグ 事 1, .中,夕%)
<gOal cOnstraittts>
CιX+ε′―,こ」′ ・………………… (3.17)
(e,,恥≧o,ど=1,…,切・
X=(″1,″2,中●,何?)′
and c'=(01,c2,…・,Cc).
0'X≧♂,
★=キ(√=2,中ちの…i………
Equation (3.19)represents the condition that the L―ype utility func ion should
have its cOrner of inflection on the goal vector and λ, (ゲ = 1, 中" 陶) are equal to
gデ__gゲ.
<teChnical and physical constraints>
AX.≧し,
(X≧o,and b=(bl,b2,・…  bp))(3.20)
It can be easily sho、vn that the solution to the above problem is among a set of
efficient solutions, It must also be observed that this algorithn■leads automatically
to a single solution without any intervening articulation by the decision maker.This
does not mean that the algorithni is totally independent of the decision maker.  In―
stead, his role is to articulate the satisfactory and the perェlissible levels for eac  of
the objectives with an aid of additional information which would be available from
another submodel and the expeコtise.
The decisiOn maker is also asked to judge whether he solution is an acceptable
one froni the points of vie、v not explicitly tatten in the model.
…………(3.16)
13,18)
(3.19)
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6. Case Study on the Southern Part of Hyogo Prefecture
The southera part of Hyogo Prefecture is selected as the study area to
above formulated model will be applied.
The conceptuaHzed system of interbasin
water resources development is diagram―
med in Fig。4,which shows that the in―
terbasin system consists of five river ba―
sins,namely,the Chigusa,Ibogawa,Yume―
saki,Ichika、va nd Kakogawa River Ba―
sins.
6.l lmput Data
We set the target year as 1985 and the
by a regression lnodel developed by the
author et al.  The projected water de―
mands are listed in Table. lI。
The unit construction costs for both
dams and canals are all based on the
data provided and authorized by a cer―
tain consulting company,  Some of the
cost data are listed in Table.III and IV.
Prior to the computations on the laodel,
we preplanned the following cases, tak―
ing into account the range of probable
variation in the water demand forecast
and allo、ving for the variety of water
Table II Model in.Puts(1)
total water demand
11,427,400
Fig.4 Diagram=natic representation of the
water utilizadOn system
(。n a Single basin)
WateF demands for this year ЛⅣere proiected
which the
58 ,000
265,500
49,000
???
?????
Kakogawa
Ichikaw風
Yumesaki
Chigusa
19,900
32,500
quality regulation levels for each quality
check points.
Let Case A-l stand for the standard case where calculation is made for those
parametric values as shown in Tables II and V, Cases A-2 and A_3 those cases
where the water demand is assumed to be less than the forecast by 5 and 10 percent,
respectively. Cases B and C represent those cases where the nlillimum streamflow
requirement is assumed to be leSS than that for the standard case by 5 and 10 percent,
respectively, Cases E-1,B-2 and B-3 correspond to Cases A-1,A-2 and A-3.
So do Cases C-1,C-2 and C-3.
It must be noted here that our approach will be slightly different from the ap―
proach as Belenson proposedo We rnerely produce several different efficient solutiolls
for each of the above cases, and provide for a set of efficient solutions for the
dicision maker, leaving it open as to which one is to be selected as the most accept―
(ゴ/day)
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Table III Model inputs(2)
dam No. Cost of develoPing reservoir
River Basin 213141516
Kakogawa R.8.67 9.6510.181  13.0317.03
Ichikawa R.7.0015,15 41.10
Yumesaki R. 3.7227.07
Ibo   R. 12.31 38.86
7.83122.006.63
?
?
?．?5,32
6.51Chigusa R.
Table lv ⅢlOdel inputs(3)
C∝t°
k,:呼称霧tme?
37.33
Table V Model inputs(4)
0～ 50 25.04
50-150 22.64
150-500 20.14
500- 14.00
table one among them。「rhis idea bases
its ground On the fact that in many
practical situations it、vould be more productive and educative for the decision maker
to make a choice among a broad set of those alternatives including those which、vould
not have been obtained if the decision maker ?vould have interven d in the precedil■g
process in order to single out one alternative.
In this respect, let alternative A‐-1(D) repr Sent such an efficient scllution for
Case A _l that is obtained by solving a single―objective optilnization problem in
、vhich the efficiency objective is set as the explicit objective function 、vhile the
conservation objective is excluded from the model. Likewise,let alternative A-1(C)
represent an efficient solution that is obtained by solving another single―obiectiVe
optinlization probleコn in、vhich the conservation objective is set as the explicit objective
function with the cost obiective excluded froni the model.
Furtherlnore let a■ernative A・_1(Gl)represent such an alternative that is obtained
by applying the Belenson n■thod to Case A-1,that is, by solving anOther optilniza―
tion prOblela which is derived froni the pay―off table obtained on the basis of alter一
natiVes A-1(コ)and A-1(C), Provided that this alternative is not regarded as
most acceptable by the decision maker and tLat the lowest priority is given to cither
(yen/ぜday)
River Basin
Kakogawa R.
chikawa R.
Yumesaki R,
strearnflow
to be
resevred
streami10w
quality
standard
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of the efficiency or conservation objectives and that the BelenSon ?lethod i pplied
to either of the t、70 CaSes, let us denote the corresponding solutions by alternative
A_1(G2)°rA-1(G3)'reSpect?ely.
In addition, let the solution to the goal progranllning model for Case A_l be de―
noted by alternative A-1(GP).ThiS Symboic system also applies to Cases B and C。
6.2 Computation
The computation results for all the
cases are lllustrated in Figs.5 to 9. Fig.5
illustrates a diagran■matic representation
of the computation result for Case A-1
(the Standard case)。  To begin with, let
us focus on the result for Case A-l for
the moment and study its characteristic
features.
6.3 Standard Casc
Let us first analyze alternative A―‐1
(□) ⅣヽhiCh Can be considered the alter― ibogawa R.
native which mainly accounts for econo■lic
efficiency,
The follo、ving may be readily under―
stood froni the resu■:                  Chigusa R.
(1) The lboga、va River is the only stream
froni which streamf10、v is diverted to
the other rivers. The total amount of   Fig.5 COmputation results(CaSe A-1(E))
divetted strealfnflo、v is f und to be(unit: 104=n3/day)
341,000ゴ/day, OfヽVhich 160,000∬/day gOes to the lchikawa River, 95,000だ/day
to the Yumesaki River,and 86,000だ/day tO the chigusa River(See I「ig.5).
(2) The quality of streamflo、v is assumed to be equal to the prescribed standard of
10 B()D ppm for all the rivers except for the lbogawa River where it was
found to be 7.42 BOD ppm.
(3) The mOde of controlhng streamflow quality is found to differ among the rivers.
On the Yumesaki River both some portion of the fresh water developed by the
dams to be collstructed on its basin and sorne portion of renovated 、vastewate
treated at the tertiary treatment plant contribute to the improvement in the
streamflo、v quality. In the Kakogawa and lchikawa Rivers the streamflow quality
ユs ■litigated exclusively by wastewater reclamation. On the contrary,the Chigusa
River achieves its streamflow regulation by discharging a portion of fresh water
(4)
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into the stream. Notably, quite different from the other rivers, the lbogawa
River can attain 7.42 B()D ppm by discharging into the stream a1l of the
waste、vater disposed in the secondary treatment process.
The waste、vater reclaェ切atiOn is implemented on each of the rivers. One exception
to this is the lboga、va River which is found to dispense with any reclamation of
wastewater.
Let us define the degree of fresh water coverage as the ratio of the actual
amount of freSh water to be developed by dams on each of the rivers to the
、vater demand there, The ratios are found to differ much for the rivers. That
is, the degree is found to be very high for the lboga、va River and muc  lo、ve
for the rest of the rivers.
These findings are coコsidered to have been derived froni the follo、ving a priori
conditiolls.
(1) Given that the degrec of potential freshwater availability is defined for each
river as the ratio of the total amount of potentially available fresh water on
the river to the water demand there,this degree is found to be exceptionally
high,nalnely 5,45 for the lbogawa River, while it is found to range from
O.57 to l.53 for the rest of the rivers.  It is also true that dam construction is
less expensive on the lbogawa River than any other rivers.
(ii)The minimum streamflow discharge of the lbogawa River is relatively large
as compared、vith the vater demand there, 、vhereas it is relatively small on
the rest of the rivers. Furthermore the quality of the fresh 、vat r to be
developed by the dalns located farthest upstreanュis assumed to be rel tively
good, namely l.9 pp■1, which fortt a striking contrast with the other rivers
where it is assumed to be relatively bad.
To restate, this type of econo■ic―efficien y riented approach was found to
result in an intensive construction of dams on those rivers、vhere the construction
cOSts are much less and there is a larger alnount of streamflo、v available than
in the rest of the river basins i thus leading to an iinbalance in the degree of
ferミhwater coverage for each of the rivers.
Then proceed to the allalysis of alternative A-1(C)WhiCh is characterized by the
we conservative utilization of the conventional closed basin systems, In compaison
with alternative A・-1(E),the fOl10wing features seenl to deserve attention :
The lchikawa River is the only river which diverts some streamflo、7 frOm the
two adioining rivers,namely,the Kakogawa and Yumesaki Rivers. The amount
of streamflow accounts for 99,7001f/day 、vhich is equal to the quantity of
water which could not be developed otherwise even by renovating all portion
of wastewater because there is a restriction on the quality of water supply.
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(2) The quahty of streamflo、v in each of the rivers was found to be as high as that
for alternative A-1(B). The mode of controlling streamflow quality on each
river basin is different only in that the streamflow quality is attained exclusiVely
by the tertiary treatment system in all the river basins except the lbOgawa
River where no tertiary treatment was found to be necessary.
(3) The tOtal amount of renovated wastewater is equal to that for alternative A-1
(D). TheSe features are also considered to have been derived frOni the predeter―
■lined conditiOns as pointed out beforet
(4) TO reState, the ■lininli2ation of the amount Of water to be diVerted frona one
streani to another wOuld result in the implementation of independent utilizations
of the individual river system plus complementary inter―basin streamflow diver―
sions to meet the absolute amount of shortage in supply which could not be
covered otherwise. The resultant systen■is also characterized by a vell―attained
balance of the degree of fresh、vater coverage for each Of the rivers,
With these findings obtained above, let uS now study alternative A・-1(Gl)whiCh
is considered as the initial product derived from the application of the Belenson
Method to the reconcilation of the preced―
ing two alternatives(see Fig.6).
The following may be readily under―
st∞d :
(1) The water utilization systena is basi一
cally the salne in form as that of
alternative A-1(C);WhiCh means
that the lchikawa River is the o■ly
stream which receives some water
diverted froHl the adjoinilag streams,
the Kakogawa and YumesaFi Rivers.
The mere defference is in the amount
of 、vater to be diverted, which acco―
unts for 160,000 だ/day ln this alter―
native―as much as that for altera―
ative A_1(D)and mOre than that
for alternaive A_1(C)by 60,000
雷/day.
(2) Lct us define the attainment level
為惑欝渉覚ギ与城:逸手守亀胸孟 Fig,6 Computation results(CaSe A=1(Gl))
(unit : 104 Fn3/day)
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力=為(X*働キの)andみブ=守n為″
This ratio indicates the degree in which a particular objective ブ has approached
its highest leveとデガ (or Satisfactory level in terlns of goal prograttllning).  The Cal一
culated attainment levels of the two obieCtiVes were found to be 66。7 p rcent fo
the efficiency―objective and 62.2 perceat for the conservation―objective, implying
that the both obieCtiVes have been achieved in a relatively g∞d balanc .
Next let us analyze both alternatives A_1(G2)and A-1(G3)Where a higher
priority has been given to the conservation―obiec iVe a d to the efficiency―objective,
respectively. Then the following will be easily understood(see Figs.7 to 10)
ng.7 COmp鰐:補輩ユ鳥研A-l ω2)) Fig.8 Computatton resuits(CaSe A-1(G3))(unit : 104■n3/day)
(1) There is no basic difference in the water utiHzation svstem bet、veell alterna ves
A-1(G2)and A_1(Gl),mere difference lying in the amount of streamfiow
to be diverted fЮttl the Kakogawa and Yumesaki River to the lchikawa River.
(2)AlternatiヤeA-1(G3)WaS fOund to be relatively similar to alternative A-1
(D),rather than to alternaive A_1(Gl)。  OnC essential difference between
A-1(G3)and A…1(E)iS that in alternative A_1(G3)the Yurnesatti River
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diverts 10,500∬/day of its streamflo、v to the lchikawa River,where in alterna―
tive A-1(C)the Yumesaki receives 9,490 だ/day Of StreamflOw fHom the
lbogawa River.
(3)SO far as the attainment ievel is concerned, alternatives A-1(G2)and A-1
(G3)Can be COnsidered to be lying midway between A-1(Gl)and A-1(C),
and between A-1(Gl)and A_1(E),reSpect?ely.
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6.3 Comparative Study of the Standard Case and the Other Cases
First,let us compare the results of Cases B-l and C-l with those of Case A‐-1
(the Standard case)。 We mainly concern ourselves with alternative B-1(Gl), C-1
(Gl)and A-1(Gl).
(1) With decrease in water demands, the amount of fresh water to be deve10ped in
the Kakogawa River Basin where the demand is greater than those in the rest of
the river basins、vas found to decrease, In contrast he amounts Of fresh water
to be developed in the lchika、va and Yumesaki River remain constant.
(2) lVith decrease in the water demands, the alnount of water to be diverted de―
creases. 出Iuch difference was also found in the for■l of diversion. That is, in
cases A and B,the Yumesaki River diverts part of its streamflo、v to the lbogawa
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River,、7hereas in Case C it receives 、vater froni the lbogawa River. This is also
truc、vith the Chigusa River、vhich diverts streamflo、v o the ther rivers in Case
A,whereas it receives、vat r froni the lboga、va River in Cases B and C.
Next let us colnpare the results of Cases A_2 and A-3、vith those of Case A-l to
examine how a change in the nlinimum streamflo、v requ rement aff cts the water
utilization systeni to be implementedo Close scrutiny of the results show:
(1) With decrease in the nlinilnum streamflo、v requiremen , the amount of fresh
、vater to be developed in each of the river basins、vas found to change a little.
(2)The l■ain difference is that the amount of reciaimed wastewater for industrial
use increases as the ■liniェnu■l streamflow requirement decreases. This is mainly
beca■se a decrease in the ■lin inuEl Streamflo、T requirement leads to an increased
level of streamflo、v qua ty control, thus leading to an increased amount of recla―
mation.
6.4 Analysis Of the nesults of the Goal PrOgramHling Model
Let us examine alternative A-1(GP)against alternative A_1(Gl)whiCh iS the
initial product derived fronl the Belenson WIethod's application to the ll■odel. Before
going into a cOmparative study we should observe here that the satisfactory and
permissibェe leveとfor objectiveブ(ブ=′,中ち%)haVe been set to be equal toデテand
為勺,reSpect?ly and that the attainment level has been defined in analogy with the
Belenson MethOd. Ciose scrutinity Of the results shows(see Fig。 1l t0 13):
(1)There seettls to be much siinilarity found between a■ern tives A-1(GP)and
A-1(Gl). The gOal programming model leads to a well balanced attainment in
each of the objectives_better than the Belenson h/1ethod genera1ly in light of
balancing the obieCtiVes' attainments. This is particularユy the case with alterna―
tive A_1(GP)whiCh iS characterized by the equal attainment of both objec―
tives, 63.7 percent for both the efficiency―and the conservation‐objec ve.
(2) ThiS iS COnsidered tO have been derived from the fact that the L‐type utility
function incorporated into the goal progra■llning mode is an explicit promoter
toward balancing t4e attainment of each of the objectives, 、vhereas the t、vo―p rson
zero‐sun■lixed strategy game imc9rporated into the detera?nation of he assigned
weights in the Belensonヽlethod is considered as an implicit agent of promoting
a、vell―balanced attainment in each Of the objectives.
It ln■st also be borne in Hlind that in obtaining alternative A‐-1(GP)the Satisfac―
tory and the per■lissible level of each of the objectives are assumed to be equal to
絋盤浄牝と招e:絡ati」I訛丘「留鞘 為逮燃 靴明progranlining、vith L‐type utility function.
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7.CONCLUS10N
The intended p■rpose of this study 、vas to present t、vo possible multi‐objec ve
progranlning approaches to an interbasin water resources allocation problem.  That
is, the Belenson ttlethod and the Goal Progra■1lning ave been applied to the defined
problem and a comparative analysis of the two methods has been made. A case
study has been conducted for the Southern Part of Hyogo Prefecture and close exam―
inations of the co14putational results obtained from the lnodel application to the region
have been made to check the applicability of the methods.  AInong many findings
the following seeni to be most significant.
(1) If Our main concern is with ho、v to atta n a vell‐balanced attainment of the
incorporated objectives, the goal progra■lining with L‐type utility function has
been found to serve for the purpose in a straight‐for、vard、vay.
(2) The Belenson ?Fethod could also serve for this purpose in an indirect manner,
but this seems to bc more helpful in providing the decision maker 、vith a set of
efficient solutions including such well‐balanced alternatives 、vhich come out
through the articulation of priorities to the set of objectives. This method could
be especially encouraging when the decisiion maker is not deter■lined a  t  wheth―
er he should go in favor of ranking each objective as equal importance, but
ixlstead he is、villing to know what the outcome would be l』くe if the set of o jec―
tives 、vere arranged in order of tentative priorities,  It must be observed that
the Belenson A/1ethod、vorks well in this particular case on the assumption that
some modification is made on the original method.  The difference resides in
that it is assulned in the original method that the decision maker be asked to
intervene in the solution―finding process to articulate whether the most acceptable
alternative has already been found and whether the process should be ter■linated.
It is claiined that in practical situations we may dispense with this kind of
intervening process but provide the decision maker with a set of efficient
solutions, leaving it open as to 、vhich should be identified as most acceptable.
A more reasonable 、vay、vould be to feed back the analysists(Or he planners)
、vith the evaluation of the proposed set of alternatives.
(3) In any event the set of alternatives produced by the Belenson Method can hardly
be considered as exhaustive, nor is there any need to cover all possible efficient
solutions, because it would no more han confuse the decision malfer with a huge
nuttber of possible choices.
Though there is still much room for developrnent, we may fairly state that the
methods presented here may help the decision‐maker syst matically assess the prom―
ising alternatvies,whereby the order of priority being explicitly articulated for the
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set of objectives and the resultant planning outputs clearly illustrated for each
alternative.
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